
Short courses for Autumn 2015                                                                                           

Date Title Presenter/s

6 May

(half day)

Public sector writing skills

This course will cover the rules of English usage, the principles of style, commonly misused 
words and skills in the valuable art of communicating succinctly.

Ms Kristen Connell

12 May Demystifying statistics

This practical course will help you learn more about the statistics you use, and give you the 
skills and confidence to use them.

Dr Nicholas Biddle

13 May Getting value for money from external evaluations

Each year, government organisations in Australia spend millions on external evaluations. 
In this new course you will learn the key issues in commissioning and managing external 
evaluations in the public sector. You will discover how to develop detailed proposals and 
successfully manage suppliers.

Dr Darren Benham

20 May Beginner’s guide to microeconomics for the public sector 

 This course is designed to give economic beginners an introduction to key microeconomic 
principles, theories and terminology including trade-offs; marginal analysis; incentives; 
cost-benefit analysis; market efficiency, inefficiency and failure; consumer choice; game 
theory and the role of assumptions in economic models.

Professor 
Robert Breunig

21 May Beginner’s guide to macroeconomics for the public sector                                   

This course is designed to give economic beginners an understanding of economy-wide 
phenomena such as inflation, unemployment, international trade and economic growth.

Professor 
Robert Breunig

25-27 May

(2.5 days)

Policy processes for practitioners: an introduction

This introductory workshop will give you a comprehensive overview of the core elements 
required in policy development, including policy frameworks, the importance of 
evidence-informed analysis, finance and budgeting and effective policy communication.

Dr Robyn Hardy             
Dr Trish Mercer           
Dr Wendy Jarvie
Ms Kristen Connell

10 June Art of the policy narrative

Improve your skills in negotiating and crafting written policy, and learn the art of 
communicating policies persuasively and effectively.

Ms Kristen Connell

23 June Evidence based policy: a workshop for practitioners

This workshop will introduce you to the concepts and practice of evidence based 
policy-making. The course will provide valuable insights and practical examples to lift your 
ability to use evidence.

Dr Trish Mercer
Dr Wendy Jarvie

Introductory courses

Crawford School’s executive education program is your pathway to professional development through a diverse range of short courses 
and tailored programs developed for government. Courses are delivered by world-class public service practitioners and academics.

Registrations now open. All course levels and descriptions are a guide only.  
Check the website: crawford.anu.edu.au/executive_education for updates and detailed descriptions of courses.

C R A W F O R D  S C H O O L
E X E C U T I V E  E D U C A T I O N

A U T U M N  2 0 1 5  C A L E N D A R 

Learn foundation skills essential for your public policy career. These courses do not need prior knowledge or experience in public 
policy and are perfect for early career professionals and more established professionals taking on new responsibilities.



Date Title Presenter/s

9 April The art of stakeholder engagement 

In this course, you will learn the art of stakeholder engagement as it applies to matters of 
community unease, conflict or high political sensitivity and to policy issues of a complex or 
intractable nature.

Mr Paul Porteous

20-21 April

(two days)

Essentials of cost benefit analysis

This course will develop your skills to confidently undertake a basic cost benefit analysis of 
a project or policy, capably review reports prepared by consultants, and prepare regulatory 
impact statements.

Associate Professor 
Leo Dobes

29-30 April

(two days)

Building productive professional relationships 

In this two-day course you will learn how to enhance performance in public and private sector 
workplaces through the development of productive professional relationships. You will explore 
the deeper issues of communication and learn patterns that shape people’s behaviour.

Dr Gary Saliba

Intermediate courses 
These courses delve deeper into topical or targeted fields of interest. Some knowledge or familiarity with the topic is an advantage 
but is not essential.

Date Title Presenter/s

13 April Measuring societal wellbeing: insights for policymakers

This course will survey alternative measures already being used to assess quality of life and 
what might be done to improve our understanding of how to measure societal wellbeing.

Professor 
Robert Costanza                 
Dr Ida Kubiszewski

7 May Policy analysis and scenario planning using large scale economic models 

This course will give you an in-depth understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of 
global and national economic models used for policy evaluation, and show you how they 
can be used for policy analysis and scenario planning.

Professor 
Warwick McKibbin

11 June Understanding migration, refugee and asylum policy

This course will analyse Australia’s current policy settings in relation to immigration, refugee 
resettlement and asylum, examine how these policies have developed over time, and look at 
the policy drivers underpinning them.

Mr Peter Hughes

17 June Advanced policy writing                                                                               

Learn writing techniques for producing engaging and effective policy documents that are well 
structured, compelling and easily understood.

Dr Paul Cleary

Advanced courses
These courses assume some knowledge and experience in developing public policy and will explore more complex tools and 
concepts for building skills and competencies. Suitable for those who have some familiarity and experience with the subject matter to 
refresh or extend their skills and understanding.

Reserve your place now
Subscription costs $550 for a half day, $1100 for one day, $2200 for two days, and $2750 for two and a half 
days. Classes generally include between 15-20 participants and full day courses run from 9.30am-4.30pm. 
Group discounts are available for bulk registrations of 10 participants or more. To receive the group discount, 
registrations must include full details of all participants attending.

Please check the website | crawford.anu.edu.au/executive_education 
for updates, online registration, course descriptions, terms/conditions and cancellation policy. Crawford 
School reserves the right to change courses and program titles, levels, fees, dates and venues.

Email | csee@anu.edu.au or call | +61 2 6125 2154 for more information


